Our graduates go on to impact the world...

### Animal Physiology
(10 Respondents / 12 Graduates)
- **Health & Medicine (3)**
  - **MD (1):** Case Western Reserve
  - **DVM (2):** Cornell (2)
  - **Graduate School (3):**
  - **Master’s (2):** Public Health – Columbia; Bioethics – UC San Diego
  - **PhD (1):** Biomedical Sciences - UC San Diego
  - **Gap Year (4):**
    - Research: Principal Lab Technician – Rutgers; Medical Scribe/Tutor; Employment

### Biochemistry
(10 Respondents / 12 Graduates)
- **Health and Medicine (1)**
  - **MD (1):** Stony Brook
  - **Graduate School (4):**
  - **Master’s (2):** Engineering Management – Cornell; Education – University of Michigan
  - **PhD (2):** Chemistry – Stanford; Plant Biology – Michigan State
  - **Gap Year (5):**
    - Research (3); Research/Medical Scribe/EMS; Unspecified

### Computational Biology
(10 Respondents / 12 Graduates)
- **Health and Medicine (1)**
  - **MD/PhD (1):** Washington University at St. Louis
  - **Graduate School (1):**
  - **PhD (1):** Bioinformatics – UC Los Angeles
  - **Employment (1):**
    - Huron Consulting Group
  - **Other (1):**
    - Applying to Software Engineering Positions
  - **Gap Year (5):**
    - Cru – Intern; Research (3); Work at Stanford

### Systematics & Biotic Diversity
(1 Respondent / 1 Graduate)
- **Gap Year (1):**
  - Research Associate – Broad Institute

### Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
(15 Respondents / 19 Graduates)
- **Graduate School (3):**
  - **Master’s (2):** Epidemiology – University of Massachusetts at Amherst;
    - Ecology & Evolutionary Biology – University of Michigan
  - **PhD (1):** Biology – George Washington University
  - **Employment (2):**
    - Non-Profit based out of Rutgers; Catalina Island Conservancy
  - **Other (2):**
    - Job Search (2)
    - **Gap Year (7):**
      - Research; Research/Work; Wildlife Biologist; Employment (2); Unspecified (2)
  - **Unknown (1):**

### General Biology
(71 Respondents / 85 Graduates)
- **Health and Medicine (9)**
  - **MD (8):** Albert Einstein College of Medicine; Louisiana State University; Weill Cornell (2); University of Buffalo; SUNY Upstate (2); New York Medical College
  - **PA (1):** Marist College
  - **Graduate School (4):**
  - **Master’s (2):** Journalism – Northwestern; Computing & Information Science – Cornell
  - **PhD (2):** Neuroscience – UC San Francisco; Biomedical Sciences – Yale
  - **Employment (7):**
    - Triage Consulting Group; Yosemite National Park; The Raptor Trust; Cornell University Insect Collection; Navigant; Cornell Department of Natural Resources; Lazar
  - **Other (4):**
    - Job Search (2); Freelance Reporting in Venezuela; Biking across the USA with a Non-Profit
  - **Gap Year (39):**
    - Research (14); Teaching English; Medical Scribe (2); Study for MCAT (2); NIH (2); Employment (7); Playing Professional Hockey; Medical Assistant (3); Pfizer Associate Scientist; Digital Marketing; EMT; AmerCorps;
    - Research/Shadowing; Study for MCAT/Pursue Master’s; Working at Microsoft
  - **Unknown (2):**

### Microbiology
(13 Respondents / 14 Graduates)
- **Graduate School (2):**
  - **Master’s (1):** Unspecified – University of Cambridge
  - **PhD (1):** Microbiology – Oregon State University
  - **Gap Year (9):**
    - Research (6), Medical Assistant; Teach for America; Lab Manager
  - **Unknown (2):**

### Genetics, Genomics, and Development
(23 Respondents / 23 Graduates)
- **Health and Medicine (2)**
  - **MD (2):** St. Louis University; Hong Kong University
  - **Graduate School (3):**
  - **Master’s (2):** Anatomy – Tulane;
    - Genetic Counseling – University of Pennsylvania
  - **PhD (1):** Genetics & Development – Columbia
  - **Employment (2):**
    - Engineering Officer – US Army; Unspecified
  - **Gap Year (15):**
    - Research (6); Working at a Biotechnology Start-Up; Medical Scribe/EMT; Medical Scribe; NIH (2); Clinical Work;
      - Working for CASA (Community Action for Safe Apartments); Clinical Work; Employment; Unspecified
  - **Unknown (1):**

### Human Nutrition
(16 Respondents / 20 Graduates)
- **Health and Medicine (1)**
  - **MD (1):** California Northstate University College of Medicine
  - **Graduate School (2):**
  - **Master’s (2):** Public Health – Columbia; Biomedical Sciences – Unspecified Institution
  - **Employment (1):**
    - Bain & Company
  - **Gap Year (10):**
    - Research (4); Medical Coding; Medical Assistant; Scribing/Master’s/EMT; Consultant; Medical Scribe (2)
  - **Unknown (2):**

### Insect Biology
(1 Respondent / 1 Graduate)
- **Graduate School (1):**
  - **PhD (1):** Entomology – Texas A&M

### Marine Biology
(4 Respondents / 5 Graduates)
- **Graduate School (1):**
  - **Master’s (1):** Education - Columbia
  - **Gap Year (1):**
  - **Unspecified Employment (1):**
  - **2nd Lieutenant – US Army Unknown (1):**
Where Do Our Graduates Go?

**POST-GRAD PLANS**

- Gap Year: 57%
- Graduate School: 14%
- Health & Medicine: 11%
- Employment: 7%
- Other: 3%
- Unknown: 7%
- POST-GAP YEAR PLANS

- Dental School: 1%
- Medical School: 66%
- MD/PhD: 3%
- Unspecified: 6%
- Graduate School: 13%
- Other: 3%

*Many of our graduates take a gap year before continuing with their career plans. Their post-gap year plans are outlined below.*

Office of Undergraduate Biology
216 Stimson Hall
Ithaca, NY 14853
Phone: 607.255.5233
Website: www.biology.cornell.edu

---

**Neurobiology and Behavior**
(51 Respondents / 54 Graduates)

- Health and Medicine (8)
  - MD (7): UC Davis; NYU; Harvard/MIT; University of Rochester; Cooper Medical School of Rowan University; Case Western Reserve; Albert Einstein College of Medicine
  - MD/PhD (1): Drexel College of Medicine
- Graduate School (6)
  - Master’s (4): Public Health – Cornell; Teaching – University of Louisville; Translational Biomedical Research – University of Cambridge; Genetic Counseling – University of Central Florida
  - PhD (2): Biomedical Sciences – University of Massachusetts; Biology – Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
- Employment (3)
  - IBM; University of Massachusetts at Worcester; Unspecified
- Gap Year (32)
  - Research (11); Medical Scribe (3); Drug Policy Research; Bioethics Research; Health Informatics Research; Dance/Research; NIH IRTA (Intramural Research Training Award) (2); Modeling; Employment (2); Research Abroad; Post-Bacc in Communication Sciences and Disorders; Teaching; Applying to PhD Programs/Working as a Lab Tech; Working at M&T Bank; Teaching in Buenos Aires; Unspecified (3)
- Other (1)
  - Ministry Work with Cru
- Unknown (1)

**Molecular and Cell Biology**
(23 Respondents / 23 Graduates)

- Health and Medicine (4)
  - MD (4): Columbia; University of Michigan; NYU; University of Massachusetts
- Graduate School (4)
  - PhD (4): Molecular & Cell Biology – UC Berkeley; Biology – University of Pennsylvania; Cell & Molecular Biology – Duke; Unspecified – Weill Cornell Medical College
- Gap Year (14)
  - EMT/Hospital Volunteer; Teaching Autistic Children; Medical Assistant; Clinical Assistant (2); Research/Scribing; Research (6); Working at US Department of Defense; Scribing/Advocacy Work
- Unknown (1)

**Plant Biology**
(0 Respondents / 0 Graduates)

*88% of our graduates responded to our 2019 Senior Questionnaire.*